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iliJy"'g examination. Anecdotally, one knows of far more candidates
in the EPA examination wh o have failed to pass the UK
mb,.tion than the converse.
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acceptance of a pass in some EPA examination papers as justifying
,ml"i' ,>n fro m the corresponding UK paper erodes the standing of the
qualification and thus of Fellowship of the Institute; the UK

I( ~ Stamp Duty
From: Mr. M. Haines

,eli:?

Dear Sir, _ In' the Stamp Office notes, "I"od u c~;'t s.'p'err,be'd:I99'9]
710-775, it is sta ted : "The Stamp Office h as asked the Patent
accept the statement on their form that the proper stamp duty has
paid without seeing the duly stamped document concemed". Of
the Patent Office mercifully removed this requirement some time
provided that the form is signed by, or on behalf of, aU parties to
transaction (see the Manual of Practice at 32.09).

J

As an aside, the text entry in the official register alwuys indicates
cer'tifjed copy has been filed, whether or not this is the case. r ",,,,'vi'e.'
that the software is designed to enter such wording reg,udless.
same vein, every assignment is s tated to be a d eed.

Yours faithfully,

MTLESHAlNES, D. Young &Co,21 London Road, Southampton, S0152AD

<? EPA Fellows
From: Mr. N. Marlaw
Dear 5ir,_1 disagree strongly w ith the se<,rnnen~; e"p"e"ed by Mr Fanvell
in his letter (September [1999] CIPA 836) suggesting that EP As who """"0"
q ualified as CP As should be admitted to the Institute as Fellows.

I believe that the UK patent profession enjoys a reputation w,,,l,jwid,, ;
as a well qualified and knowledgeable profession, to our benefit.
reason for this is the ability and breadth of knowledge need ed to pass the .
UK qualifying examination. In future, with the inevitabl e further
centralisation of patent application procedures, this good reputation
be increasingly important to us.
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"'!::::;~:i~~~ come to regret allowing Fellowship to be further eroded

y-

as Fellows significantly less well qualified ErAs. I do not
that Me Farwell's suggestion of retaining the distinction of
titles for differently qualified Fellows is a sufficient safeguard. If
EPA wishes to become a Fellow, the UK examination is there to be

faithfully,

MARLOW, Reddie & Grose, 16 TIteobalds Road, London, WCIX 8PL

_ YES. In reply to the letter from I.M. Johnson on this subject

se~::~:::~ [1999J CIPA 837), I am "old", and I am a European Patent
\t

by virtue of that age and the initiating "grandfather" clause.

However, I value my Fellowship of the Chartered lnstitute by virtue of
.
obtained during the days when the Institute Examination
'mlbo<lied the very useful and far-reaching Manufactures Paper and even
",,,nee Papers.

1 similarly value m y European qualification, particularly as I was the
Member of the Group of Four who originally drafted the
eg.lialbm" for estab'lishing the European Examination including its form
composition. I well remember the difficult y encountered in
jie·" uad,ing our German colleagues to include an element of drafting in
European Examination - their position being that "by the time a
entitled to sit the Examination, he /she should be
.~:;:~~e,'~v:;a~s;
in drafting and it was unnecessary to examine in that skill"!
in the European Examination was emphasized in that I
requested to invigilatc at the first examination in Munich, following
lengthy discussions to establish the system.

The EPA qualifying examination is much narrower in scope than
UK examinatio n~ and that alone is sufficient for u s to regard the
qualification of EPA as of lower standard than that of CPA. From my own
experience and observation of others' experiences I ha ve no doubt that in
some areas at least the EPA examination is easier to pass than the UK "

~ Me. W.R. Farwell expresses the wish (pres umably on behalf of
Council) to "cove r effectively all UK practitioners", but the present
proposal is to extend Fellowship to all European Patent Attorneys who
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